INTRODUCTION
Substructures and subgraphs of chemical structures are becoming increasingly important in description of chemical compounds' properties and reactivity, 1a in similarity and complexity considerations, 1b,c in physical and biological property prediction, 1d and in automatic structure elucidation from spectral data. 2 We recently developed computer programs capable of finding all connected subgraphs in simple graphs, 3 all connected substructures and distinct connected substructures in colored multigraphs and chemical structures, 4 and all connected substructures and subgraphs and distinct connected substructures and subgraphs in colored multigraphs and chemical structures. 5 In such an endeavor the ability to distinguish very similar graphs is obviously a central issue and is in fact the limiting factor. Since a fast computer method for reliably discriminating all nonisomorphic graphs was not at our hands, the best we could do was to use graph invariants of discriminating power as high as possible.
A graph herein is understood to be simple, connected, and undirected. It contains n vertices, m edges, and c ) m -n + 1 cycles. A graph invariant is a number calculated for a graph from its structure according to a well-defined procedure, its value is independent of how the graph is drawn or how its vertices are numbered. Being a simple number, a graph invariant carries less information than the graph itself, and this loss of information results in graph invariants being more or less degenerate, i.e., nonisomorphic graphs may have the same value of a particular invariant.
An easy-to-calculate graph invariant which is nevertheless considered rather well-discriminating is Balaban's index J. 6 Index J is of low degeneracy (has high discriminating power) compared to several other well-known graph invariants, in that the smallest J-equivalent simple graphs have n ) 6 vertices, the smallest J-equivalent tree ()acyclic) graphs are found in the n ) 10 family, and the smallest J-equivalent alkanes (4-trees) are dodecanes. 7 A better resolution should be achievable by using, instead of one graph invariant, a sequence of several graph invariants, 8 such as a spectrum. A graph's spectrum is the sequence of the eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix, a one-dimensional array of n graph invariants. The spectrum still contains less information than the graph itself, i.e., two nonisomorphic graphs may exhibit the same spectrum, in which case they are called isospectral or cospectral graphs. The smallest isospectral connected simple graphs have n ) 6 vertices, 9,10 the smallest isospectral tree graphs are in the n ) 8 family, 9 and the smallest isospectral alkanes are nonanes. 11 These numerical results, when compared to those for index J cited above, are somewhat unexpected, they emphasize the extraordinarily high resolving power of J. Whether or not index J is generally better resolving than the spectrum was never investigated. It was, however, proven that for increasing n the fraction of isospectral trees among all trees approaches 1, i.e., "almost all trees are cospectral". 12 More discriminant than the usual (adjacency matrix) spectrum seems to be the graph distance spectrum, i.e., the sequence of eigenvalues of the graph distance matrix: 13 The smallest distance-isospectral trees have n ) 17 vertices and are alkane (heptadecane) graphs, 14, 15 while the smallest distance-isospectral simple graphs were not known at the beginning of this study. So neither simple-number graph invariants nor spectra seem to uniquely characterize a graph, i.e., discriminate it from all nonisomorphic graphs.
We had found that as a rule of thumb pairs of J-equivalent graphs are discriminated by their adjacency or distance spectra (see Figure 1) , and conversely typical isospectral and even distance-isospectral graphs are discriminated by their J values (see Figure 2 ). So we formulated the working hypothesis that this will be generally the case, at least for small and not too complex (molecular) graphs. Accordingly, we decided to use for graph discrimination in our computer program NIMSG the combination of J and adjacency or distance eigenvalues. 4 Of course a pair of graphs that are at the same time J-equivalent and isospectral cannot be distinguished by this method. Thus if two such graphs appear both as subgraphs 
in a graph, the result will be a wrong (low by 1) number of distinct subgraphs. Before the present study was initiated we knew of only a few such pairs of graphs, e.g. two regular cubic (degree of each vertex equals 3) simple graphs of 40 vertices 16 or two nonmolecular graphs of 16 vertices (all vertex degrees equal to 6). 17 These graphs are shown in Figure 3 , and further examples can be found in the work of Weisfeiler 18 and Mathon. 19 In the context of molecular structures all these graphs seemed irrelevant, most for their high vertex degrees (>4), the first-mentioned pair for their size in combination with their regularity and the unfavorable geometry of any 3D-realization.
Treating the complete graphs K n up to n ) 7 as tests of our program NIMSG had resulted in the correct numbers of distinct subgraphs. 20 So we knew that at least up to and including n ) 7 no such "dangerous" pairs of simultaneously J-equivalent and isospectral simple graphs exist. The aim of the present work was to find out whether such dangerous pairs are a realistic threat in finding molecular substructures, in particular in the application of NIMSG to molecular struc- tures. This was to be done by systematically identifying the smallest such pairs of graphs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
So questions arose as to the size and identities of the smallest simple graphs simultaneously being J-equivalent and isospectral and to the nature of such graphs s "molecular" or not. Unfortunately, no simple definition of a molecular graph is available. Therefore in the following we treat the sets of connected simple graphs, of connected simple 4-graphs, of trees and of 4-trees up to a certain vertex number, each of which is a superset of cyclic or acyclic saturated hydrocarbon graphs, respectively.
New hardware now allowed us to fully treat the complete graph K 8 . As it happened, the number of distinct connected subgraphs of n ) 8 found was low, 11111 instead of 11117, 20 even if all eight adjacency matrix eigenvalues or all eight distance matrix eigenvalues were used together with J for discrimination (instead of the routinely employed two adjacency or two distance eigenvalues). In detail, our procedure found 1578 instead of 1579 distinct connected simple graphs of n ) 8, m ) 14 (corresponding to heptacyclic octanes), 1512 instead of 1515 distinct connected simple graphs of n ) 8, m ) 15 (octacyclic octanes), and 1288 instead of 1290 distinct connected simple graphs of n ) 8, m ) 16 (nonacyclic octanes). Each distinct subgraph found occurs in many copies within K 8 due to its high symmetry, e.g. a typical occurrence number of n ) 8, m ) 16 subgraphs in K 8 is 23040. For n ) 8, all other m (7 e m e 13 and 17 e m e 28), the numbers of distinct connected simple graphs found were correct. 20 At this stage we knew that there must exist a few pairs of graphs with the soughtafter combination of properties for n ) 8, m ) 14-16, but so far it was impossible to identify them. Comfortably, it was also clear that hepta-, octa-, and nonacyclic graphs of eight vertices are not molecular graphs. 21 The key to the successful identification reported here is a complete generation free of redundancy of all connected simple graphs of n ) 8, m ) 14, 15, 16, that was now performed using MOLGEN 4.0. 22 Within MOLGEN 4.0, isomorphic graphs are identified, and nonisomorphic graphs are distinguished by a canonical numbering scheme. Calculation of J and the eigenvalues for all 1579 graphs of n ) 8, m ) 14, 1515 graphs of n ) 8, m ) 15, and 1290 graphs of n ) 8, m ) 16 and sorting by J or/and the eigenvalues within each class led to the following observations: 23 (i) There are many pairs, triplets, and higher tuples of J-equivalent graphs in each of these classes. 24 (ii) There are many pairs and several triplets of isospectral and even distance isospectral graphs in these graph classes. (iii) For n ) 8, there are exactly the following six pairs of graphs which are simultaneously J-equivalent and isospectral: m ) 14 class (heptacyclic octanes): 1 and 2 shown in Figure 4 ; m ) 15 class (octacyclic octanes): 3 and 4, 5 and 6, and 7 and 8; m ) 16 class (nonacyclic octanes): 9 and 10 and 11 and 12.
Four of these are planar graphs (1,2,6,8), the others are nonplanar.
Surprisingly, within each such pair of graphs even the distance matrix eigenvalues coincide, i.e., these graphs are pairwise not only J-equivalent and isospectral, but even distance-isospectral. 25 Furthermore, the Wiener index W and Hosoya index Z values (and their building blocks p(G,k)) pairwise coincide. In fact these graphs are "topological twin graphs" in the sense of Hosoya, 26 but being J-equivalent they are even more similar to one another than required by the definition of topological twins. 27 Furthermore, with respect to the number of edges graphs 1 and 2 are smaller than Hosoya's smallest topological twins.
These graphs are genetically related, they form two families: From 1 both 3 and 5 can be formed by addition of an edge and adding the respective other edge to either of these results in 9. Likewise, from 2 (the twin of 1) by adding an edge 4 and 6 (the twins of 3 and 5) can be formed, and either of these leads to 10 (the twin of 9) by adding the respective other edge. The second family is formed by 7, its twin 8, and 11 and its twin 12, where the latter result from addition of an edge to either of the former. As anticipated, all these graphs are nonmolecular graphs due to vertex degrees exceeding 4.
Thus a partial answer to the question on the limits of validity of our working hypothesis above was found. However, from these findings the following questions arose: Are distance spectra really more discriminating than adjacency spectra? How frequent are J-equivalent graphs, isospectral graphs, distance-isospectral graphs, graphs both J-equivalent and isospectral, graphs both J-equivalent and distance-isospectral among the graphs of n > 8, and in particular among the molecular graphs of that size? What are the smallest molecular graphs simultaneously J-equivalent and isospectral/distance-isospectral?
Graphs of n e 10. To get an idea on possible answers to these questions we decided first to systematically look for degeneracies in J and adjacency and distance spectra within the set of all connected simple graphs of up to n ) 10, which using MOLGEN 4.0 seemed to be a realistic task.
Thus all connected simple graphs of 1, 2, . . . , 10 vertices (nearly 12 million graphs) were generated using MOLGEN 4.0 in classes of constant numbers of vertices and edges, their J values and adjacency and distance spectra were calculated, the numbers of distinct J values and distinct 
adjacency and distance spectra were determined via sorting by J or the eigenvalues, respectively (two spectra are distinct if they differ in at least one eigenvalue). The results are shown in Tables 1-6. In the tables every fifth row is underlined for better orientation. Table 1 gives the numbers of connected simple graphs in classes of constant n and m, as known 20 and as generated by MOLGEN 4.0. These numbers serve as reference values against which to compare the entries in Tables 2-6. Table 2 gives the numbers of distinct J values within each n,m-class, 28 Tables 3 and 4 show the numbers of distinct adjacency spectra and distinct distance spectra. Tables 5 and 6 give the numbers of distinct combinations of J and adjacency spectra and of J and distance spectra, respectively, for the same classes of graphs. Tables 2-6 also show in italics the resolution of the respective graph invariant (combination), i.e., each italic entry is the entry left to it divided by the corresponding entry in Table 1 . In the tables the "dangerous" region, the range where the particular invariant (combination) cannot uniquely characterize all graphs, is shaded.
Tables 2-6 all give qualitatively the same picture: The resolutions (discriminating powers) of the graph invariants gradually drop for increasing n. For increasing m within each n the discriminating powers initially drop and then pass through a minimum (printed in bold), finally approaching 1 again. The latter feature is explained by the fact that for increasing m the numbers of distinct graphs first increase but then decrease again until the second-highest and highest m classes contain only one graph each, the K n -minus-an-edge and K n graphs, so degeneracy in these classes cannot exist.
Huge differences are seen in the discriminating power of the graph invariants considered here: (i) Index J is very good for acyclic and oligocyclic graphs (the few first entries in each column), i.e., the domain of real molecular species. In that region J is even better than the adjacency spectrum. However, down the columns, i.e., for polycyclic graphs, J's resolution sharply drops, so that most graphs are better resolved by their spectra.
The different behavior of J for acyclic and polycyclic graphs may be understood: J exploits the differences in the (topological) distances between vertices in a graph, more exactly the differences between the distance sums. In going from a tree to a polycycle, long distances are replaced by shorter ones, those that are present in any graph. In the extreme case, the K n , all distances are 1 and all distance sums equal n -1. So in that direction the distances (and their sums) tend to equalize for the vertices in a graph and between isomeric graphs as well.
(ii) The distance spectrum is always at least as discriminating as the adjacency spectrum.
(iii) The combinations of J and spectra, particularly J and the distance spectrum, are unrivalled, as expected. 29 In Table  6 in each column the first five resolution entries are 1, that is, the domain of acyclic to tetracyclic graphs (saturated hydrocarbons) of up to n ) 10 is "safe" if the combination of J and distance spectrum is used for discrimination. 4-Graphs of n e 10. Program NIMSG for finding distinct substructures was developed primarily for chemistry, where one is mostly interested in acyclic through oligocyclic graphs (e.g. for n e 10, n -1 e m e ∼n + 5) and in particular in graphs of vertex degrees not exceeding 4, the valency of carbon (so-called 4-graphs). The above procedure was therefore repeated for simple connected 4-graphs, the graph sample most closely approximating the acyclic and oligothrough polycyclic saturated hydrocarbons, up to n ) 10. The results are shown in Tables 7-12. Contrary to naïve expectation, the resolution in this sample is not decisively better than in the sample of all graphs, so that the resolution problem essentially remains the same. Though the numbers of 4-graphs (Table 7) are lower than those of all graphs (Table 1) , and often far lower, particularly in higher m classes, the 4-graphs are a more uniform group, so finding differences among them is more difficult. Index J suffers most from this fact.
The observations made in the sample of all graphs are reproduced in the 4-graphs. From Table 12 it again (and necessarily) follows that all acyclic to tetracyclic saturated hydrocarbons of up to at least n ) 10 are distinguished by the combination of J and distance spectrum.
The pair of smallest J-equivalent and isospectral 4-graphs was identified in the n ) 9, m ) 12 class (tetracyclic nonanes, Table 11 ), graphs 13 and 14; the pair of smallest J-equivalent and distance-isospectral 4-graphs was found in the n ) 9, m ) 13 class (pentacyclic nonanes, Table 12 ), graphs 15 and 16. These graphs are shown in Figure 5 . Though as 4-graphs they fulfill the formal condition for molecular graphs and though they are planar graphs, a chemist will doubt the viability of their molecular counterparts, due to their presumably extremely strained nature: No reasonable geometric structures (having usual bond lengths, Figure  5 is listed in the Beilstein or the CAS Registry file. In the n ) 10 domain, the smallest pair of J-equivalent and isospectral 4-graphs was identified (Table 11) in the m ) 13 class (tetracyclic decanes), and the smallest pair of J-equivalent and distance-isospectral 4-graphs was found to have m ) 14 edges (pentacyclic decanes, Table 12 ). Their structures differ from those shown in Figure 5 only in that they bear an additional vertex attached to the one marked with a dot.
From these smallest examples of simultaneously Jequivalent and (distance-) isospectral 4-graphs it is concluded that such graphs probably are too complex, too polycyclic for their molecular counterparts to be capable of existence. Other 4-graph pairs of n ) 9 or 10 being J-equivalent and (distance-) isospectral have even higher m values, meaning that molecular counterparts would contain even more cycles than those found above, and therefore will tend to be even more strained. This means that it is reasonably safe to use the combination of J and (distance) spectrum for identifying distinct molecular substructures and molecular subgraphs, at least in the size range investigated here.
Finally, since NIMSG uses along with J only two (distance) eigenvalues rather than the complete (distance) spectrum for discrimination among subgraphs, for the sample of 4-graphs we repeated the described procedure, but using only two adjacency eigenvalues or two distance eigenvalues. By systematic variation it was found that the combinations λ 2 and λ 3 and δ 1 and δ n (used in two published variants of NIMSG 4 ) are not optimal. The most discriminating combinations we were able to find are λ 3 and λ n (the third and the last adjacency eigenvalues) and δ 2 and δ n-1 (the second and second-last distance eigenvalues). As a consequence, NIMSG was now improved accordingly. The results shown in Tables  13 and 14 allow for the estimatation of the "safety" of the new NIMSG versions or the risk of obtaining too few distinct substructures/subgraphs. As was to be expected, the results in Table 13 are somewhat inferior to those in Table 11 , those in Table 14 are inferior to those in Table 12 . However, resolution losses due to using only two instead of all eigenvalues appear in the high m region only, that is for graphs certainly not molecular.
Tree Graphs of n e 20. For trees (uppermost entry in each column in Tables 1-14) the resolution of the combinations J and adjacency spectrum and J and distance spectrum is perfect in our graph sample of n e 10, as expected (recall that the first degeneracy of the adjacency spectrum and of the distance spectrum for trees are known to occur for n ) 8 and n ) 17, respectively). To fathom corresponding limits we additionally generated all trees of up to n ) 20 and searched their J values and spectra. 31 The results are given in Table 15 . Where differences are found between the resolutions of J and the spectra for tree graphs, single index J is more discriminating than the complete adjacency spectrum but less discriminating than the distance spectrum. First degeneracies of both J/spectrum combinations are encountered for n ) 20, there are two pairs of J-equivalent and isospectral such trees (17/18 and 19/20 in Figure 6 ), and of these one pair (19/20) is even distance isospectral. All these trees are 4-trees, i.e., alkanes, eicosanes. In both pairs the structures differ in a position exchange of ethyl and gem-dimethyl substituents, as was discussed earlier. 7a 4-Trees of n e 20. Results for all alkanes C n H 2n+2 of up to n ) 20, generated using MOLGEN 4.0, are given in Table  16 . Here as for the general trees J is more discriminant than the adjacency spectrum but less than the distance spectrum. Within the alkanes the resolution of J is somewhat higher, that of the adjacency spectrum is somewhat lower than within all trees. It was also checked (not shown in the table) that use of λ 3 and λ n instead of all adjacency eigenvalues and of δ 2 and δ n-1 instead of all distance eigenvalues (the NIMSG procedures) does not compromise the complete discrimination among alkanes of up to n ) 19 (the nonadecanes).
Concluding Remarks. Let us emphasize here once more that structure discrimination by combinations of graph invariants (as done in NIMSG) seems to be a simple but only approximate solution to a difficult problem. Here we considered graphs corresponding to a superset of saturated hydrocarbons (of rather low carbon number) only, so we cannot say anything about the discrimination of real chemical structures other than saturated hydrocarbons. Most molecular structures, containing multiple bonds and heteroatoms, are to be represented by colored multigraphs. Obviously, there are many more colored multigraphs than simple graphs for each vertex number n, so that their discrimination seems to be even more difficult. On the other hand, we carefully included information on multiple bonds and heteroatoms into J and the spectra used in NIMSG, 4, 32 hopefully raising the discriminating power of the procedure to a level sufficient for practical purposes. Further, in mathematical graph theory experience is that the graph isomorphism problem is more difficult for simple graphs than for colored multigraphs, the former lacking distinguishing features. To test this point would require one to have a comprehensive sample of molecular colored multigraphs, which obviously is not at hand for any n.
After proving that "almost all trees are cospectral", Schwenk raised the question whether the same is true for almost all graphs. 12 He did, however, not answer this question, nor did he give a conjecture, due to considerable differences in the mathematical properties of trees on one side and (general) graphs on the other. We here obtained at least some experimental information relevant to this issue. In the adjacency spectrum column in Table 15 , resolution values oscillate and only slowly decrease for increasing n, so that one would probably not have predicted Schwenk's result. In comparison, the resolution values in Table 3 rapidly and monotonically decrease for increasing n, so that a forteriori it may seem probable that they drop below 0.5 for some higher n (At resolution 0.5 each graph on average has a nondistinguished mate.). It is tempting to ask similar questions with respect to the other graph invariant (combinations) considered here. The resolution of J for general graphs rapidly decreases for increasing n (Table 2) , dropping to 0.31 for n ) 10 already, so that from this experimental point of view almost all graphs are J-equivalent (i.e. have a J-equivalent mate). The situation is less clear for J and the trees. Though J is still one of the best-discriminating simple invariants for trees (as we saw it is even better than the adjacency spectrum in this respect, Table 15 ), our data do not exclude the possibility that almost all trees are J-equivalent. This may seem paradoxic, but it is not a contradiction.
On the limited data obtained here for the distance spectrum and the J/spectrum combinations we do not want to speculate. Their resolutions also drop for increasing n, but slowly and not always monotonically, so that it seems possible but by no means clear that statements similar to the above are true for them.
